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THE RETURN OF THE HEAD GUARDIAN
genre: Dark Fantasy, Mystery, Thriller, Action

Logline:
The negative power formed of bad people's energy keeps growing to doom

humanity. The dark guardians in black shields need to awaken the head guardian to
stop the negative power.

The dark guardians are a group of young guys from different backgrounds. As the
negative powers get stronger, their paths that were meant to cross finally get them
together.
The ultimate forms of the now human guys were formed out of different sorrows (the
sorrow of the war victims, the sorrow of suicide victims, the sorrow of woman victims
of abuse, the sorrow of sick kids, the sorrow of abused nature). On the contrary,
they're all good powers wrapped in the black outfits and shields. The wise head
guardian hid them on the Earth as they were not ready to fight with the negative
enemy. She reshaped them in the form of the guys as it's easier for the males here.
She also kept them in close distance, so they would reunite when it's time. The head
guardian got attacked, but she couldn't be destroyed, so she got locked in a parallel
universe from where the dark guardians have to find her. She also left a legend as a
cue. It was in a legends book in the home library owned by Bilgen, but it dragged
Altugh who actually would like to find her the most and Eemrae is the next one who
joins his idea.

They’re six young adults of the same age:
1. Bilgen (raven black hair + brown eyes + cool ivory skin) - calm, and reserved.

Prefers following his brain, rather than heart.
2. Parrak (blue black hair + cool beige skin + blue eyes) - sassy, yet daring

attitude, speaks his mind. Relies to intuition and gut feelings.
3. Yirkut (belt length brown hair + honey tan skin + brown eyes) - kind, reserved

gentleman. He loves nature.
4. Eemrae (light brown hair + dark gray eyes + sandy beige skin) - shortest

member, friendly, nerdy, photography enthusiast.
5. Altugh (red hair + green eyes + fair skin) - sporty, polite, easygoing and positive.
6. Saryel (blond hair + orange eyes + warm ivory skin) - wild attitude, sharp

movements, has longer sharp canine teeth, and carries long nails. Sometimes
he wears skirts. He enjoys teasing the judgemental surroundings.
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Their ultimate versions are genderless and have androgynous forms. All of them fly,
and teleport. Bilgen is the puzzler and tactic, Parrak is the strongest, Yirkut
manipulates with plants and can transform body parts into plants, Eemrae is fastest
and releases power waves, Altugh releases red light rays and watches the others’
back, Saryel has sharp teeth and nails which he uses to create cutting wind waves.
They have uniform-like goth-punk edgy outlooks with unique details for each.

Bilgen is bitter about humanity, even thinking of letting it get destroyed. On midway,
he has a breakdown as the scratches of negativity appear on his chest. But the others
don't leave him behind. And when he learns that humanity's end in that way means
eternal unrest for the souls, he is able to collect himself.
With teamwork, the dark guardians find the head guardian (who has healing waves,
and reality-alternation/hypnosis abilities) and with her they fight against the
negative powers, at the end singing in unison.
The dark guardians see themselves as souls formed out of sorrow. The words of the
negative powers made them sure about it. But the head guardian clears it up. They
were born from the glimpse of hope of souls in sorrow. No, matter how hard it was,
the victims didn't lose hope.
They destroyed the negative power blast but it was not the end. From now on they
stay in guard of humanity protecting it from the returning negativity as it still has the
ability to grow again.

It’s not the end, but a new beginning.


